WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

Pàdé

Pàdé (the "p" is pronounced explosively) is the Yoruba word for "Meet".

Pàdé is a unified communications web browser extension for Openfire. It embeds Converse.

Pàdé Presentation by WikiSuite
Pàdé presentation at FOSDEM: https://discourse.igniterealtime.org/t/deles-fosdem-presentation-on-pade/84122

Quick configuration

Essential info:

- Server: example.org:7443
- Domain: example.org
- Display Name
- Username
- Password

Screenshots
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Discuss Converse.js

Join

Matt: 16:40

Chick, very nice indeed.

pep: 16:42

Interesting.

ISA: 16:45

Thanks. Any help will be appreciated (see issues). What I'm planning with this is to be able to add your app user and pass in Netcloud so there's no need of multiple sign in (think direct org etc.) and point into Netcloud documentation super confusing 😏

johan: 17:11

Netcloud, perhaps you can learn something from how the JAXX guys do things. For auth, they use the AAF, https://github.com/pechard/spring-cloud-auth

ISA: 17:47

Please let me know if there's any license issues.

ISA: 17:59

Find the issue if I can embed the user and pass with jsscript into the HTML. Yes, https://github.com/wiki-cloud-converse/leaves/commit/85f915a6f2
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Join

johan: 08:50

Netcloud can pass credentials directly to 'converse.initiate', thereby avoiding embedding them in the HTML.

ISA: You can set 'wiki_login' to true and then pass in the 'jsscript' and 'password' values: https://conversejs.org/docs#configurable

The room is not anonymous

Join

Date Olajide has entered the room.

Topic set by johan

Discussions around Converse.js. The latest release is 3.3.4. Please be patient when asking questions, we're all in different timezones.

Nigel Skeels

Please join meeting in room dew-fellas-gps.

Date Olajide 23:35

Please join meeting in room dew-fellas-gps.

Date Olajide 00:21

Which of the berries listed below are berries you can pick in the wild?

- [ ] Huckleberry
- [ ] Cloudberry
- [ ] Cocktail Cherry

Personal message
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Etherlyn Product Summary

Etherlyn is a unified communications solution for regulated and unregulated de-centralised business communications.

When embedded or integrated with business applications, it creates a consistent timeline of financial transactions and supporting communication events side by side in a distributed ledger.

It enables enterprises to track their cost of communication in real-time and be more proactive when dealing with business compliance.

Etherlyn Blog

Tags

etherlyn
unified communications

deeco

Most Comment Articles

Etherlyn Product Summary

Etherlyn Blog - Admin

Content:

Etherlyn is a unified communications solution for regulated and unregulated de-centralised business communications.

When embedded or integrated with business applications, it creates a consistent timeline of financial transactions and supporting communication events side by side in a distributed ledger.

It enables enterprises to track their cost of communication in real-time and be more proactive when dealing with business compliance.
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Tags:

etherlyn, unified communications

Summary:

Etherlyn is a unified communications solution for regulated and unregulated de-centralised business communications.
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Related links

- https://igniterealtime.github.io/Pade/
- https://github.com/igniterealtime/Pade